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Abstract— Ant colony optimization is an optimization technique that was inspired by the foraging behaviour of real ant
colonies. Originally, the method was introduced for the application to discrete optimization problems. Recent research efforts
led to the development of algorithms that are also applicable
to continuous optimization problems. In this work we present
one of the most successful variants for continuous optimization
and apply it to the training of feed-forward neural networks for
pattern classification. For evaluating our algorithm we apply it to
classification problems from the medical field. The results show,
first, that our algorithm is comparable to specialized algorithms
for neural network training, and second, that our algorithm has
advantages over other general purpose optimizers.

As soon as an ant finds a food source, it evaluates the quantity
and the quality of the food and carries some of it back to
the nest. During the return trip, the quantity of pheromone
that an ant leaves on the ground may depend on the quantity
and quality of the food. The pheromone trails guide other
ants to the food source. It has been shown in [8] that the
indirect communication between the ants via pheromone
trails enables them to find shortest paths between their nest
and food sources. The shortest path finding capabilities of
real ant colonies are exploited in artificial ant colonies for
solving optimization problems.

I. I NTRODUCTION

While ACO algorithms were originally introduced to
solve discrete optimization (i.e., combinatorial) problems,
their adaptation to solve continuous optimization problems
enjoys an increasing attention. Early applications of the ants
metaphor to continuous optimization include algorithms such
as Continuous ACO (CACO) [2], the API algorithm [17], and
Continuous Interacting Ant Colony (CIAC) [12]. However,
all these approaches follow rather loosely the original ACO
framework. The latest approach, which is at the same time the
approach that is closest to the spirit of ACO for combinatorial
problems, was proposed in [20]. In this work we extend
this approach, and apply it to the problem of optimizing
the weights of feed-forward NNs for the task of pattern
classification.

Pattern classification is an important real-world problem. In
the medical field, for example, pattern classification problems
arise when physicians are interested in reliable classifiers
for diseases based on a number of measurements. Feedforward neural networks (NNs) are commonly used systems
for the task of pattern classification [5], but require prior
configuration. Generally the configuration problem consists
hereby of two parts: First, the structure of the feed-forward
NN has to be determined. Second, the numerical weights of
the neuron connections have to be determined such that the
resulting classifier is as correct as possible. In this work we
focus only on the second part, namely the optimization of the
connection weights. We adopt the NN structures from earlier
works on the same subject.
Ant colony optimization (ACO) is an optimization
technique that was introduced for the application to discrete
optimization problem in the early 90’s by M. Dorigo
and colleagues [9], [10], [11]. The origins of ant colony
optimization are in a field called swarm intelligence (SI) [6],
which studies the use of certain properties of social insects,
flocks of birds, or fish schools, for tasks such as optimization.
The inspiring source of ACO is the foraging behaviour of real
ant colonies. When searching for food, ants initially explore
the area surrounding their nest in a random manner. While
moving, ants leave a chemical pheromone trail on the ground.

The outline of our work is as follows. In Section 2 we
shortly present the structure of feed-forward NNs for the purpose of pattern classification. Then, in Section 3 we present the
ACO algorithm, while in Section 4 we compare our algorithm
to methods specialized for feed-forward NN training, as well
as to a genetic algorithm. Finally, in Section 5 we offer a
conclusion and a glimpse of future work.
II. F EED - FORWARD NEURAL NETWORKS FOR PATTERN
CLASSIFICATION

A dataset for pattern classification consists of a number of
patterns together with their correct classification. Each pattern
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where omax and omin are respectively the maximum and
minimum values of the output signals of the output neurons, np
represents the number of patterns, n0 is the number of output
neurons, and tpi and opi represent respectively the expected and
actual values of output neuron i for pattern p.
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III. A NT COLONY OPTIMIZATION FOR CONTINUOUS
OPTIMIZATION
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Fig. 1. (a) shows a feed-forward NN with one hidden layer of neurons. Note
that each neuron of a certain layer is connected to each neuron of the next
layer. (b) shows one single neuron (from either the hidden layer, or the output
layer). The neuron receives inputs (i.e., signals il , weighted by weights wl )
from each neuron of the previous layer. Additionally, it receives
P a so-called
bias input ibias with weight wbias . The transfer function f ( ) of a neuron
transforms the sum of all the weighted inputs into an output signal, which
servers as input for all the neurons of the following layer. Input signals, output
signals, biases and weights are real values.

consists of a number of measurements (i.e., numerical values).
The goal consists in generating a classifier that takes the
measurements of a pattern as input, and provides its correct
classification as output. A popular type of classifier are feedforward neural networks (NNs).
A feed-forward NN consists of an input layer of neurons,
an arbitrary number of hidden layers, and an output layer
(for an example, see Figure 1). Feed-forward NNs for pattern
classification purposes consist of as many input neurons as
the patterns of the data set have measurements, i.e., for each
measurement there exists exactly one input neuron. The output
layer consists of as many neurons as the data set has classes,
i.e., if the patterns of a medical data set belong to either the
class normal or to the class pathological, the output layer
consists of two neurons. Given the weights of all the neuron
connections, in order to classify a pattern, one provides its
measurements as input to the input neurons, propagates the
output signals from layer to layer until the output signals
of the output neurons are obtained. Each output neuron is
identified with one of the possible classes. The output neuron
that produces the highest output signal classifies the respective
pattern.
The process of generating a NN classifier consists of determining the weights of the connections between the neurons
such that the NN classifier shows a high performance. Since
the weights are real-valued, this is a continuous optimization
problem of the following form: Given are n decision variables
{X1 , . . . , Xn } with continous domains. These domains are
not restricted, i.e., each real number is feasible. Furthermore,
the problem is unconstrained, which means that the variable
settings do not depend on each other. Sought is a solution
that minimizes the objective function called square error
percentage (SEP):

ACO algorithms are iterative methods that try so solve
optimization problems as follows. At each iteration candidate
solutions are probabilistically constructed by sampling a probability distribution over the search space. Then, this probability
distribution is modified using the better ones among the constructed solutions. The goal is to bias over time the sampling
of solutions to areas of the search space that contain high
quality solutions.
In ACO algorithms for discrete optimization problems,
the probabilitiy distribution is discrete and is derived from
artificial pheromone information. In a way, the pheromone
information represents the stored search experience of the
algorithm. In contrast, our ACO algorithm for continuous optimization, henceforth denoted by ACO*, utilizes a continuous
probability density function (PDF). This density function is –
for each solution construction – produced from a population
P of solutions that the algorithm keeps at all times. The
management of this population works as follows. Before the
start of the algorithm, the population—whose size k is a
parameter of the algorithm—is filled with random solutions.
Even though the domains of the decision variables are not
restricted, we used the initial interval [−1, 1] for the sake
of simplicity. Then, at each iteration a set of m solutions is
generated and added to P . The same number of the worst
solutions are removed from P . This biases the search process
towards the best solutions found during the search.
For constructing a solution an ant acts as follows. First,
it transforms the original set of decision variables X =
{X1 , . . . , Xn } into a set of temporary variables Z =
{Z1 , . . . , Zn }. The purpose of introducing temporary variables
is to improve the algorithms performance by limiting the
correlation between decision variables. Note that this transformation also affects the population of solutions: All the
solutions are transformed to the new coordinate system as
well. The method of transforming the set of decision variables
is presented towards the end of this section.
Then, at each construction step i = 1, . . . , n, the ant chooses
a value for decision variable Zi . For performing this choice it
uses a Gaussian kernel PDF, which is a weighted superposition
of several Gaussian functions. For a decision variable Zi the
Gaussian kernel Gi is given as follows:
Gi (z) =

k
X

−
1
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Fig. 2. An example of a Gaussian kernels PDF consisting of five separate
Gaussian functions.

where the j-th Gaussian function is derived from the j-th
member of the population P (remember that k is the size of
P ). Note that ω
~, µ
~ , and ~σ are vectors of size k. Hereby, ω
~ is the
vector of weights, whereas µ
~ and ~σ are the vectors of means
and standard deviations respectively. Figure 2 presents an
example of a Gaussian kernel PDF consisting of five separate
Gaussian functions.
Sampling directly the Gassian kernel PDF as defined in
Equation 2 is problematic. Therefore we accomplish it with
the following procedure. It may be proven that this procedure
is exactly equivalent to sampling the PDF Gi directly.
Before starting a solution construction, we choose exactly
one of the Gaussian functions j, which is then used for all
n construction steps.1 A Gaussian function j ∗ is chosen with
the following probability distribution:
ωj
p j = Pk

l=1

ωl

, ∀ j = 1, . . . , k ,

(3)

where ωj is the weight of Gaussian function j, which is
obtained as follows. All solutions in P are ranked according
to their quality (i.e., their SEP value) with the best solution
having rank 1. Assuming the rank of the j-th solution in P to
be r, the weight ωj of the j-th Gaussian function is calculated
according to the following formula:
ωj =

1
√

qk 2π

·e

−

(r−1)2
2q 2 k2

,

(4)

which essentially defines the weight to be a value of the
Gaussian function with the argument of rank r, with mean
in 1.0 and standard deviation of qk, where q is a parameter
of the algorithm. When parameter q is small, the best-ranked
solutions are strongly preferred, and when it is larger, the
probability becomes more uniform. Thanks to using the ranks
instead of the actual fitness function values, the algorithm is
not sensitive to the scaling of the fitness function.
The sampling of the chosen Gaussian function j ∗ may
be done using a random number generator that is able to
1 Note that this has also the advantage that it allows to exploit the (possibly
existing) correlation between the variables.

generate random numbers according to a parameterized normal
distribution, or by using a uniform random generator in
conjunction with (for instance) the Box-Muller method [7].
However, before doing that we have to specify the mean
and the standard deviation of the j ∗ -th Gaussian function. As
mean µj ∗ we choose the value of the i-th decision variable in
solution j ∗ . It remains to specify the standard deviation σj ∗ .
For doing that we calculate the average distance of the other
population members from the j ∗ -th solution and multiply it
by a parameter ρ, which regulates the speed of convergence:
r³
k
´
X
∗ 2
σj ∗ = ρ
zil − zij
(5)
l=1

Parameter ρ has a role similar to the pheromone evaporation
rate ρ in the combinatorial ACO. The higher the value of
ρ ∈ (0, 1), the lower the convergence speed of the algorithm,
and hence the lower the learning rate. Since this whole process
is done for each dimension (i.e., decision variable) in turn,
each time the distance is calculated only with the use of one
single dimension (the rest of them are discarded). This ensures
that the algorithm is able to adapt to convergence, but also
allows the handling of problems that are scaled differently in
different directions.
Finally it remains to explain how the set of temporary
decision variables Z is created from the original set X.2
An obvious choice for adapting the coordinate system to the
distribution of population P would be the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [14]. Although PCA works very well
for reasonably regular distributions, its performance is no
longer that interesting in case of more complex functions.
The mechanism that we designed instead, is relatively simple.
Each ant at each step of the construction process chooses a
direction. The direction is chosen by randomly selecting a
solution u from the population that is reasonably far away
from the solution j ∗ chosen as mean of the PDF. Then, the
vector j~∗ u becomes the chosen direction. The probability of
choosing solution u (having solution j ∗ chosen as the mean
of the PDF) is the following:
d(u, j ∗ )4
,
p(u|j ∗ ) = Pk
∗ 4
l=1 d(l, j )

(6)

where function d(·) is the function that returns the distance
between two members of the population P . Once this vector
is chosen, the new orthogonal basis for the ant’s coordinate
system is created using the Gram-Schmidt process [13]. It
takes as input all the (already orthogonal) directions chosen in
earlier ant’s steps and the newly chosen vector. The remaining
missing vectors (for the remaining dimensions) are chosen
randomly. Then, all the current coordinates of all the solutions
in the population are rotated and recalculated according to this
2 Note that ACO algorithms in general do not exploit correlation information
between different decision variables (or components). In ACO*, due to the
specific way the search experience is stored (i.e., as a population of solutions),
it is in fact possible to take into account the correlation between the decision
variables.

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF THE NN STRUCTURES THAT WE USE FOR THE THREE DATA
SETS . I N THE LAST TABLE COLUMN IS GIVEN THE NUMBER OF WEIGHTS
TO BE OPTIMIZED FOR EACH TACKLED PROBLEM .

N OTE THAT FOR THE

CALCULATION OF THIS NUMBER , THE BIAS INPUTS OF THE NEURONS
HAVE ALSO TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT.

Data set

Inp. layer

Hid. layer

Outp. layer

# of weights

Cancer1

9
8
35

6
6
6

2
2
2

74
68
230

Diabetes1
Heart1

new orthogonal base resulting in the set of new temporary
variables Z. Only then is the ant able to measure the average
distance, and subsequently to sample from the PDF (as it can
now calculate the mean and standard deviation). At the end of
the construction process, the chosen values of the temporary
variables Z are converted back into the original coordinate
system X.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
An important collection of medical data sets for
pattern classification is the well-known PROBEN1 data
repository [18], which has been used various times in the
past to evaluate and compare the performance of different
methods for training NN classifiers. From the available data
sets we chose Cancer1, Diabetes1, and Heart1 for our
experimentation.
Cancer1 concerns the diagnosis of breast cancer (possible
outcomes: yes or no). The data set contains altogether
699 patterns. Each pattern has 9 input parameters (i.e.,
measurements). We used the first 525 of the patterns (i.e.,
about 75%) as training set (i.e, for optimizing the NN
weights), and the remaining 174 as test set. Diabetes1
concerns the diagnosis of diabetes (possible outcomes: yes
or no). Each pattern has 8 input parameters. The data set
contains altogether 768 patterns. We used the first 576 of
them as training set and the remaining 192 as test set. Finally,
Heart1 concerns the diagnosis of a heart condition (possible
outcomes: yes or no). Each pattern has 35 input parameters.
The data set contains altogether 920 cases. We used the first
690 of them as training set and remaining 230 as test set.
Concerning the structure of the feed-forward NNs that we
used, we took inspiration from the literature. More specifically
we used the same network structures that were used in [1]. For
an overview of these NN structures see Table I.
A. Algorithmis for comparison
For comparison purposes we have re-implemented some
algorithms traditionally used for training NNs, namely the
back-propagation (BP) algorithm [19], and the LevenbergMarquardt (LM) algorithm [15], [16]. Both algorithms (i.e.,
BP and LM) require gradient information, hence they require

the neuron transfer function f (·) to be differentiable. Consequently, these algorithms may not — in contrast to ACO* —
be used in case the neuron transfer function is not differentiable or is unknown. In case of training NNs whose transfer
function is differentiable, the drawback of general optimization
algorithms such as ACO* is however that they do not exploit
available additional information e.g., the gradient. In order
to see how the additional gradient information influences the
performance of ACO*, we have also implemented hybridized
versions of ACO*, namely ACO*-BP and ACO*-LM. In these
hybrids, each solution generated by the ACO* algorithm is
improved by running a single improving iteration of either BP
or LM before being evaluated.
Finally, we wanted to see how all the algorithms tested
compare to a simple random search (RS) method. This is
an algorithm that randomly generates a set of values for the
weights and then evaluates these solutions. As we used a
sigmoid function as neuron transfer function, it was sufficient
to limit the range of weight values to values close to 0. Hence,
we arbitrarily chose a range of [-5,5].
We have performed a limited scope parameter tuning for
all algorithms using Birattari’s F-RACE method (see [4], [3]).
The outcome is shown in Table II.
B. Results
In order to compare the performance of the algorithms,
we applied each algorithm 50 times to each of the three
test problems. As stopping condition we used the number of
fitness function evaluations. Following the work of Alba and
Chicano [1], we used 1000 function evaluations as the limit.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 present respectively the results obtained
for the cancer, diabetes, and heart test problems in the form
of box-plots. Each figure presents the distributions of the
actual classification error percentage (CEP) values obtained
by the algorithms (over 50 independent runs).
Cancer1 (see Figure 3) appears to be the easiest data set
among the three that we tackled. All algorithms obtained
reasonably good results, including the RS method. However,
the best performing algorithm is BP. From the fact that the
results obtained by RS do not differ significantly from the
results obtained by other–more complex algorithms, it may be
concluded that the problem is relatively easy, and that there
are a lot of reasonably good solutions scattered over the search
space. None of the algorithms was able to classify all the test
patterns correctly. This may be due to the limited size of the
training set, i.e. there might have been not enough information
in the training set to generalize perfectly.
Diabetes1 (see Figure 4) is a problem that is more difficult
than Cancer1. All our algorithms clearly outperform RS.
However, the overall performance of the algorithms in terms of
the CEP value is not very good. The best performing is again
BP. The less good overall performance of the algorithms may
again indicate that the training set does not represent fully all
the possible patterns.

TABLE II
S UMMARY OF THE FINAL PARAMETER VALUES THAT WE CHOSE FOR OUR ALGORITHMS . N OT INCLUDED IN THE TABLE ARE THE PARAMETERS COMMON
TO ALL ACO* VERSIONS , NAMELY q AND m. F OR THESE PARAMETERS WE USED THE SETTINGS q = 0.01, AND m = 2 ( THE NUMBER OF ANTS USED IN
EACH ITERATION ).

N OTE THAT η IS THE STEP - SIZE PARAMETER OF BP, AND β IS THE ADAPTATION - STEP PARAMETER OF LM.

Algorithm
ACO*
ACO*-BP
ACO*-LM
BP
LM

Cancer1
ρ
η
0.95
0.98
0.3
0.9
0.002
-

k
148
148
148
-

β
10
50

k
136
136
136
-

Diabetes1
ρ
η
0.8
0.7 0.1
0.1
0.01
-

β
10
5

k
230
230
230
-

β
10
1.5

Diabetes (CEP)

0

10

25
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30

30

35

Cancer (CEP)

Heart1
ρ
η
0.6
0.98
0.4
0.1
0.001
-
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Fig. 3. Box-plots for Cancer1. The boxes are drawn between the first and
the third quartile of the distribution, while the indentations in the box-plots
(or notches) indicate the 95 % confidence interval.

Fig. 4. Box-plots for Diabetes1. The boxes are drawn between the first and
the third quartile of the distribution, while the indentations in the box-plots
(or notches) indicate the 95 % confidence interval.

The Heart1 problem (see Figure 5) is–with 230 weights–
the largest problem that we tackled. It is also the one on
which the performance of the algorithms differed mostly. All
tested algorithms clearly outperform RS, but there are also
significant differences among the more complex algorithms.
BP, which was performing quite well on the other two test
problems, did not do so well on Heart1. ACO* achieves
results similar to BP. In turn, LM which was not performing
so well on the first two problems, obtains quite good results.
Very interesting is the performance of the hybridized versions
of ACO*, namely ACO*-BP and ACO*-LM. The ACO*-BP
hybrid clearly outperforms both ACO* and BP. ACO*-LM
outperforms respectively ACO* and LM. Additionally,
ACO*-LM performs best overall.

and GA-LM. Table III summarizes the results obtained by
the ACO* and GA based algorithms. Clearly the stand-alone
ACO* performs better than the stand-alone GA for all the
test problems. ACO*-BP and ACO*-LM perform respectively
better than GA-BP and GA-LM on both of the more difficult
problems Diabetes1 and Heart1 and worse on Cancer1.
For the Heart1 problem the mean performance of any ACO*
based algorithm is significantly better than the best GA based
algorithm (which was reported as the state-of-the-art for this
problem in 2004).

Finally, it is interesting to compare the performance of the
ACO* based algorithms to some other general optimization
algorithms. Alba and Chicano [1] have published the results
of a genetic algorithm (GA) used for tackling exactly the
same three problems as we did. They have tested not only
a stand-alone GA, but also its hybridized versions: GA-BP

V. C ONCLUSION
We have presented an ant colony optimization algorithm
(i.e., ACO*) for the training of feed-forward neural networks
for pattern classification. The performance of the algorithm
was evaluated on real-world test problems and compared
to specialized algorithms for feed-forward neural network
training (back propagation and Levenberg-Marquardt), and
also to algorithms based on a genetic algorithm.
The performance of the stand-alone ACO* was comparable
(or at least not much worse) than the performance of spe-

TABLE III
PAIR - WISE COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OF THE ACO* BASED ALGORITHMS WITH RECENT RESULTS OBTAINED BY A SET OF GA BASED ALGORITHMS
( SEE [1]). T HE RESULTS CAN BE COMPARED DUE TO THE FACT THAT 1000 EVALUATIONS AS STOPPING CRITERION WERE USED FOR ALL THE
ALGORITHMS .

F OR EACH PROBLEM - ALGORITHM PAIR WE GIVE THE MEAN ( OVER 50 INDEPENDENT RUNS ), AND THE STANDARD DEVIATION ( IN
BRACKETS ). T HE BEST RESULT OF EACH COMPARISON IS INDICATED IN BOLD .

Cancer1
Diabetes1
Heart1

GA
16.76 (6.15)
36.46 (0.00)
41.50 (14.68)

ACO*
2.39 (1.15)
25.82 (2.59)
21.59 (1.14)

GA-BP
1.43 (4.87)
36.36 (0.00)
54.30 (20.03)
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Fig. 5. Box-plots for Heart1. The boxes are drawn between the first and
the third quartile of the distribution, while the indentations in the box-plots
(or notches) indicate the 95 % confidence interval.

cialized algorithms for neural network training. This result is
particularly interesting as ACO*—being a much more generic
approach—allows also the training of networks in which
the neuron transfer function is either not differentiable or
unknown. The hybrid of ACO* and the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm (i.e., ACO*-LM) was in some cases able to outperform the back propagation and the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithms. Finally, the results indicate that ACO* outperforms
other general-purpose optimizers such as genetic algorithms.
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